Message from the CEO
When, ten years ago, we decided to form Derechos Digitales, we never imagined that
we would be where we are today, nor the challenges that we would have to face. We
have reached this point thanks to the conviction that it was necessary to have a local
voice, from Latin America, to help make the Internet and technological development
an open, democratic and plural space that functions to develop Human Rights.
In this span of ten years we have opened new lines of work, integrated new team members and even opened offices outside of Chile, remarking our regional commitment. But we have also experienced the mutation of old issues which we have faced over and over again, opening new windows of
opportunity. It seems that behind every door that we cross, there are new challenges that forces us to rethink
each and every day which are the objectives that we should focus on in the near future and what’s the most
effective way to accomplish them.
In 2015 Derechos Digitales opened the doors of its first office in Mexico, enforcing this way the ever-growing efforts to tackle on the regional problems in matters of Human Rights and new technologies. It’s a
project that initialized on the previous year, where Derechos Digitales sought to be a catalyzer of various
coordinated efforts to strengthen fundamental rights in countries that are beginning to adapt in challenges
brought to them by new technologies.
It’s thanks to the serious and effective work of the team, that in 2015 we fought important fights and accomplished some triumphs that are worth mentioning: we fought against the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP),
we began a litigation against surveillance balloons in Chile and we supported the fight against Internet
metadata retention in Paraguay; we disavowed state vigilance in digital communications via software from
Hacking Team and the threat against Latin-American rights which is the uncritical adoption of Free Basics; we managed to change a bill attempting against freedom of speech in Chile and we incorporated new
perspectives to the debate about Human Rights and technology, representative of the particularities of the
region, in several international forums.
It’s an increasingly challenging work, that requires an institutional growth that goes along with the ever-growing challenges that we encounter. This way, for example, the creation of an Internal Politics Manual,
directed to the organization workers and developed in 2015, is one of the multiple tools that allows the
administrative strength that we need for Derechos Digitales to exercise the difficult task that we have entrusted upon ourselves.
The document that you have in front of you is a summary containing everything that we consider important to highlight of our work during 2015. In 2016 new problems will arrive, along with new challenges and
new ways to face them. We are certain that the conviction that was there in the beginning, the energy and
the hard work provided by the team on this ten years, will allow us to keep on building a more coherent
ecosystem regarding the protection of Online Human Rights.

Claudio Ruiz G.
CEO
Derechos Digitales

REGIONAL PROJECT
In 2015 Derechos Digitales continued its regionalization process, by leading different initiatives, in a coordinated effort in Latin America, supporting the work of other
organizations and highlighting problems in the region to international instances.

INTERNET GOVERNANCE:

to join perspectives from the “global south” into important subject: zero-rating and net neutrality policies in developing countries and political dissent
and on line anonymity in developing countries. Organizing those sessions was important, not only to
illustrate a discussion that most of the time ignores
the context of the countries from the south, also to
So, within the LAC-IGF, the international forum that
contribute from the developing countries, to a global
took place in Mexico City, Derechos Digitales prechallenge.
sented several milestones that should be continued
in coming years. First, it coordinated two important This work was also completed with the launch of a
declarations from the regional civil society: The Dec- new edition of Latin America in a Glimpse, report
laration of Challenges, signed by 32 Latin American that summarizes the most important events regardorganizations; and the declaration about Free Basics, ing Human Rights in the region for the past year,
signed by 41 institutions. Both, seek to position a made in conjunction with the Progress of Communiunited voice regarding topics of Human Rights on cations Association (APC) and Coding Rights. This
the Internet in the region.
presentation, designed for people outside the region
could be informed regarding some or the more imThe declarations were presented within the “Internet
portant discussions in Latin America, included two
is ours” campaign that seeks to make aware and comdiscussion tables: one about Free Basics (Facebook’s
promise organizations and activists in the civil socicontroversial service that has special presence in the
ety of Latin America to work towards a free, open
region) and another one regarding surveillance in
and democratic Internet, in different and increasingLatin America. In the table we had presence of memly open and inber od Artigo 19 Brazil, Karisma Foundation, APC,
clusive forums.
the Civil Rights Association and the Defense of DigThe challenge ital Rights Network (R3D).

Again, this year our work was focused
on increasing the presence of topics that
affect our region in the most important
instance for this task: Internet Governance Forums.

then was to
take this work
to international forums: The
Internet Governance Forum
celebrated
in
Brazil. For that,
for the first time
in our history,
we organized
two crowded tables that sought

CIVIL SOCIETY’S DECLARATION ABOUT HACKING
TEAM.
When at the beginning of June the news blew up,
regarding several Latin American governments that
bought technology to the Italian Company Hacking
Team to spy on citizens communications, the first
joint response in the region came along with a public
declaration coordinated by Derechos Digitales.
The declaration was signed by the most important
civil society’s groups that work issues regarding online privacy on the region, and demands to the gov-

ernments to cease this vigilant practices and to transparent the acquisition and use of this kind of tools.
SUPPORTING TEDIC AGAINST THE METADATA
RETENTION ON THE INTERNET IN PARAGUAY
At the beginning of 2015, Paraguay’s Chamber of Deputies was about to vote a bill that sought that Internet
providers could retain personal information about the
navigation sessions of their clients for a year.
Derechos Digitales supported the work of the Paraguayan organization TEDIC trough a project analysis, collaborated with a media and social media
awareness campaign for TEDIC and produced two
infographics about metadata and privacy to enforce
the message of the Paraguayan organization. Finally,
the Paraguayan Senate rejected the bill in June 2015.

MAIN ACHIEVEMENTS
• Present a Latin American perspective in the global debate about Human Rights
and Internet, in topics like online surveillance or Free Basics.
• Coordinate regional efforts in defense of online Human Rights, working along
with other social society’s groups in Latin America, making the debate richer
and amplifying our arguments.
• Successfully support the incidence work for local organizations, and the defense and promotion of Internet Rights.

MEDIA INCIDENCE
More Than 30 Global Groups Send Net Neutrality Letter to FCC

(Feb 10th)

Yubanet

The battle for net neutrality keeps on in Latin America

(Feb16th)

APC

(Apr)

Academia.edu

Our daily incidency

(Apr 06th)

Quinto Poder

How does the Internet work?

(Aug 27th)

Radios Libres

Governance Forum: States and Internet civil society

(Nov 13th)

Horizontal

(Nov)

Cedi Uchile

Net neutrality in Chile: opinions and reviews of the subjects of the debate

Cyber security and Cyber security in Chile International seminar

ACTIVITIES
Regional preparatory meeting for the Internet
Governance Forum (Aug 3rd and 4th. México
City, México)
Panel “From global to local, Digital Rights in Latin
America” (Mar 24th. México City, México)
Second Colombian Internet Governance forum
(Sep 29th. Bogotá, Colombia)
Latin America in a Glimpse (Nov 9th. Joao Pessoa,
Brasil)
IGF: “Zero-rating and neutrality policies in developing countries” (Nov 11th. Joao Pessoa,
Brasil)
IGF: “Political Dissent And Online Anonymity in
Developing Countries” (Nov 11th. Joao Pessoa,
Brasil)
Cyber security and cyber defense international
seminar (Nov 27th. Santiago, Chile)

PRIVACY AND SURVEILLANCE

There are no doubts about the increasing interest in the issues arising from the
combination between technology and
privacy, especially to those relating to
state surveillance, being this one of the
main work areas for Derechos Digitales
during 2015.

SURVEILLANCE BALLOONS IN CHILE
At the beginning of August, two municipalities
from the city of Santiago launched an invasive communal surveillance plan. Using high-resolution
cameras, set up on floating balloons, Las Condes’
and Lo Banechea’s mayors sought to address crime,
without taking into consideration the privacy of
people who live and transit in the zone.
Derechos Digitales, along Fundación Datos Protegidos an Corporación Fundamental (with the support from the Libertades Públicas organization)
interposed a protection resource against the surveillance measure, for violating the right to a private life and the home inviolability guaranteed on
the Constitution.
This strategic litigation is of particular importance

to the organization, since achieving a positive failure will not only mark a precedent in Chile, but also
in the region and in the world. Results are expected
at the beginning of the year 2016.
HACKING TEAM
At the beginning of July, a non-identified group
infringed Hacking Team’s security, an Italian cyber
surveillance company, revealing information about
its contracts with government entities around the
world. Hacking Team is the producer of the Remote
Control System, a malware used to spy on their victim’s communications.
In Latin America, Hacking Team provided its services
to Mexico, Honduras, Panama, Colombia, Ecuador,
Brazil and Chile. In the face of this worrying situation,
Derechos Digitales led a public statement signed by
16 Latin American civil society’s organizations and
started an awareness campaign for public opinion in
general, building special graphic pieces for broadcast
in social networks: a map detailing the countries that
bought the Hacking Team software,
amounts invested
and public agencies that acquired
them; and an info
graphic that explains the way the
tool works. Likewise, an investigation was launched
about
Hacking
Team in Latin
America, which
will be published
on the first trimester of 2016.

BIG DATA
On the field of personal data, during 2015 we did the
first study about Big Data, analyzing the potential impact of automatic recruitment processes on privacy,
under Chilean legislation. This is one of the 12 projects that have been selected as part as the Quantified
Societies initiative, funded by Ford Foundation, Open
Society Foundations and Media Democracy Fund, to
show the impact of Big Data on innovation, Human
Rights, and regulation.
In addition to the study, aware of expanding the impact of the research, we did an info graphic explaining
the Big Data concept, and the main challenges presented from the right to privacy and its legal protection’s point of view.

MAIN ACHIEVEMENTS
• To start a key strategic litigation to stop surveillance balloons in two communes
in Santiago de Chile that may set an important precedent in the country and in
the region.
• To contribute with a perspective from the global south to the world’s debate
about privacy and surveillance.
• To explore new artists to the problem about privacy and new technologies that
are born from issues such as the Big Data use.

MEDIA INCIDENCE
Personal Data Protection Day. Is there something to celebrate in Chile?
Revenge porn
Online anonymity: Peculiarities in Latin America
Personal data protection in Chile. Real government commitment?- Derechos
Digitales, Chile
#pyrawebs: A law that turns you into a suspect

(Jan)

APC

(Jan. 26th)
(Mar.)

Paula
APC

(Mar. 12th)
(Mar. 31st)

Partido Pirata
Pillku

Facebook tracks everyone’s activities online, whether they are logged in or not

(Mar. 31st)

La Voz

More than 100 Chileans join the world’s biggest class suit

(Apr. 10 )

La Tercera

More than 100 Chileans join the world´s biggest class suit

(Apr. 10th)

El Muro

Chileans sue Facebook for personal data use

(Apr. 10 )

Ahoranoticias

“Revenge Porn” The newest way of humiliation that has taken over social networks

(Apr. 17th)

That’s how CryptoRave went, the first south African festival about privacy on
the internet

(Apr.28th)

Privacy on the Internet forum: Is the right to be forgotten, a freedom of information barrier?

(May 18th)

Government proposes high fines for consumers private information trafficking

(May 30th)

La segunda

Conclusions about the first round table on data protection

(June 6th)

Datos personales

Wikileaks revelations threaten the relationship between France and the US

(June 1 )

Radio Uchile

Your Metadata is in danger! TagCDMX presented rights and privacy online

(July 2 )

ARCA LAB

Why should you care about your privacy on the Internet?

(July 2 )

Dinero e imagen

Digital transaction of court procedures: Progress in protection of sensitive data

(July 3 )

Senado

PDI and Hacking Team mercenaries

(July 7th)

El Pillín

PDI bought a $2.8million spyware questioned by NGOs

(July 8 )

El Mercurio

Hackers accused the PDI

(July 8 )

LUN

A company that sells spyware to Chile was hacked

(July 8 )

TARREO

Privacy on the Human Rights council: Election of the first UN Rapporteur on
Privacy Rights

(July 10th)

Emails that alerted about the purchase of the PDI’s powerful spyware

(July 10th)

Chile: Emails that alerted about the purchase of the PDI’s powerful spyware…
GATHER PHONECALLS, TEXTS, CONTACTS, EMAILS, PICTURES, AND
MORE

(July 12th)

Could the spyware purchased by the PDI be against the law?

(July 15th)

Cooperativa

Media to media: PDI’s spyware

(July 15 )

Cooperativa

Ciper reveals the illegality of the computer interception program purchased by
the PDI

(July 17th)

Technology isn’t Neutral: PDI’s spying on citizens

(July 22nd)

El Desconcierto

Who regulates the digital world?

(July 24th)

El Colombiano

Personal Data trafficking, criminals great business

(Aug. 15 )

LUN

Surveillance balloons on the east zone accused of being “Orwellian”

(Aug.1 17 )

La Segunda

NGO: We are worried that safety is an excuse to watch over citizens

(Aug. 17 )

Cooperativa

Expert: Aero surveillance balloons are indiscriminate and intrusive

(Aug 17 )

Cooperativa
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Cambio 21
El Definido
Datos Personales

Antivigilancia
CIPER
Todos los caminos

Gamba

Possible violation of rights with use of aerostatic balloons to prevent crime is
advised.

(Aug 17th)

Anti-crime aerostatic balloons generate controversy in Las Condes and Lo
Barnechea

(Aug 17th)

DC Diputee: The use of surveillance balloons is required

(Aug 18th)

Biobío
Pura Noticia
Cooperativa

Video surveillance balloons will be used to fight crime in Santiago

Aug 21st

TERRA

Santiago launches surveillance balloons to fight crime

Aug 21

Cámara de Seguridad

st

Video surveillance balloons are launched in Santiago to fight crime

(Aug. 21 )

TERRA

Surveillance balloons

(Aug. 22 )

La Tercera

st

nd

Psafe

Santiago de Chile uses technological balloons to fight crime
Santiago de Chile will fight criminals with technological balloons

(Aug. 25th)

Stalker Law: International Organizations ask Peruvian Government to protect
their Citizens’ privacy

(Aug. 26th)

27 International Organizations ask the Congress to stop the #StalkerLaw

(Aug. 26th)

Hiperderecho

Crime in Santiago will be fought with balloons!

(Aug. 28 )

Trabajemos

Chile discovers insecurity and appeals to ingenuity to stop it

(Aug. 28 )

La Nación

Polemic surveillance system launched in Santiago de Chile

(Aug. 30 )

Diario Uno

Polemic surveillance system in Santiago de Chile

(Aug. 31st)

Radio Fuegina

Chile: Controversy caused by surveillance balloons in Santiago [VIDEO]

(Sept. 1 )

El Comercio

Ex district attorney tells how he cleared his name in Google

(Sept. 4 )

LUN

Interview on surveillance balloons

(Sept 10 )

Radio Usach

Interview on surveillance balloons

(Sept 10 )

Radio Sonar

Emails between cardinals: What is the limit between public and private?

(Sept 10th)

CNN

Human Rights organizations present protection resources against surveillance
balloons

(Sept 10th)

Organization place protection resource for surveillance balloons in Las Condes
and Lo Barnechea

(Sept 10th)

Human Rights organizations appeal against video surveillance balloons in
Chile

(Sept. 10th)

Resource for protection against surveillance balloons is presented in Las
Condes y Lo Barnechea

(Sept. 10th)

Complaint against surveillance balloons in Chile is filed

(Sept 10th)

Andrés Repetto

Complaint against surveillance balloons in Chile is filed

(Sept 10th)

La Información

Surveillance balloons could have their days numbered in Chile

(Sept 10 )

El Dínamo

Activists turn against surveillance balloons in Chile

(Sept 10 )

El Universal

Interview in Channel 13 about protection resource against balloons

(Sept. 10 )

Canal 13

Interview in Mega about protection resource against balloons

(Sept. 11 )

Mega

Resource for protection against surveillance balloon confronts Lo Barnechea
neighbors

(Sept 29th)

Transition from the streets to the public sites online

(Oct. 4th)

La Tercera

Human Resources Institute pronounces itself against surveillance balloons

(Oct. 6 )

Publimetro

Surveillance balloons are qualified as invasive

(Oct 6 )

Radio Uchile

INDH files complaint against balloons since they are a threat against private
life, intimacy and honor.

(Oct. 6th)

INDH presents report about surveillance balloons to Appeal Court

(Oct 6th)

INDH

INDH claim surveillance balloons are a “threat”

(Oct. 6th)

La Tercera

Spying balloons in Santiago: Militarization from combat to crime?

(Oct. 12 )

Verdad Ahora
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La Vanguardia
EFF

Biobío
ADN
TERRA
EMOL

La Tercera

El Mostrador

Balloons with cameras to control multitudes

(Oct. 14th)

Cambridge University software creates profile according to their “likes” on
Facebook

(Oct 29th)

Fayad denies that his Internet law is from SEGOB or Federal Police

(Oct. 30th)

Economía Hoy

Controversy caused by attempt to regulate the Internet

(Oct. 30th)

Yucatán

The mistake and controversy between the Chamber of Deputies, Human
Rights and the PDI

(Nov. 28th)

Data Protection Law must meet International standards

(Dic. 4th)

Infowars
LUN

El Desconcierto
Estrategia

ACTIVITIES:
Debate “Is the right to be forgotten a barrier to the right for information? (25-may. Santiago, Chile)
Debate “Rights and privacy on the digital era” (1-jul. Ciudad de México, México)
Wbwbinar “Data protection in Latin America” (23-jul.)
Lecture “Personal data protection and privacy on libraries and archives” (8-sep. Santiago, Chile)
Talk about drones regulation in Chile(23-sep. Santiago, Chile)

ACCESS TO KNOWLEDGE AND REFORM FOR COPYRIGHT
REGIME
In the fight for a fairer and balanced copyright regime, during 2015 our efforts lay
mainly on the TPP, the free trade agreement negotiated in secret by 12 countries
from the Pacific, including Chile, Peru
and Mexico. On Monday, October 5th,
the end of the agreement negotiations was
announced, kicking off the ratification
process, where national congresses must
accept or reject the agreement, and in
which we will pour out our efforts during
this new year.
Besides, we support the Ciudadano Inteligente Foundation in the fight to keep a
domain name, in a case where intellectual
property and freedom of expression come
together.
CIUDADANO INTELIGENTE VERSUS PENTA
In the mid of 2013, a criminal investigation against
Penta S.A., one of the strongest corporate groups in
the country, started in Chile, for tax evasion. The
case reached one of its critical points in 2015, with
the formalization and preventive arrest of one of
the holding’s highest executives, causing a strong
crisis by involving a series of right wing politicians
in the illegal financing of political campaigns.
Despite getting a lot of attention from the media
and the citizens in general, the case’s plot is highly intricate. In consequence, Ciudadano Inteligente
Foundation- dedicated to transparency and citizen participation- designed casopenta.cl, a website
dedicated to explaining the case and its details.

company asked for the repeal of the domain name
to NIC Chile, entity in charge of its administration.
Aware that the excuse of intellectual property could
be one to undermine the liberty of expression and
information to citizens, Derechos Digitales helped
Ciudadano Inteligente prepare the case, making a
combined media campaign, which included an explicative info graphic on the case and the use of intellectual property as a censorship weapon.
Finally, the requirement for the domain repeal was
rejected, remaining in the hands of the Ciudadano
Inteligente Foundation.
TPP: SPECIAL SESSION IN THE CHAMBER OF
DEPUTIES
On May 19th a special session about TTP was held
on the Chilean Chamber of Deputies. The initiative
was driven by Deputy Giorgio Jackson and counted
on the involvement of Chancellor, Heraldo Muñoz,
who, for the first time openly replied to the legislators doubts on the agreement. Derechos Digitales
supported the session through an informative campaign and a Twitter button so citizens could write
to their representatives and urge them to assist.

Along with explicitly thank Derechos Digitales
Arguing on having preferential interest on being in his introductory speech; Diputy Diorgio Jackholder of the trademark registration “Penta”, the son suggested a project according to reveal the

negotiation, which was rejected.
Beyond the project’s result, the 19th of May special session was the first time Chancellery talked
with the deputies in an open session about the
agreement, making explicit compromises that
could have political costs if not fulfilled.
Besides, it was a good way of making conscience and informing the people about the
agreement, getting the hashtag #NoTPP for
several hours on Twitter’s local trending topics.

“TPP’S CONSECUENSES FOR OUR COUNTRY”
SEMINAR
On November 2nd, a few weeks after the end of the
TPP negotiations announcement, Derechos Digitales’
executive director, Claudio Ruiz, was invited to participate on a seminar organized by Senator Ricardo Lagos Weber, along Andrés Rebolledo, DIRECON general director, the institution in charge of negotiating
the treaty in name of Chilean Government.

The invitation, extended to Derechos Digitales to
participate on the seminar is a clear indicator of our
position as interlocutor validated by the authority
on the subject. The high audience is a sign for both,
the growing interest for the TPP and the ability to
inform and bring the citizenship together around it.

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY CHAPTER ANALYSIS
A few days after the announcement of the end of
The activity was supported by a successful citizen’s the TPP negotiations, a new leak about the chapter
awareness campaign, where it was urged not only to on Intellectual Property, with the peculiarity that
assist to the activity, but to also prepare a few ques- this time it was in its almost final form.
tions for DIRECON’s representative, who for the
first time had to answer to the citizens’ questions Once again, Derechos Digitales was the first institution to make a Spanish analysis on the chapter,
about the agreement.
providing a new perspective review and from the
people’s right to discussion.

MAIN ACHIEVEMENTS
• To strengthen our position interlocutors with technical experience when it
comes to discussing the TPP with decision makers.
• To inform, make conscience and mobilize the population around TPP.
• Being one of the few sources in Latin America to make a technical analysis in
Spanish about the chapter on TPP Intellectual Property.

MEDIA INCIDENTS
Website is launched to make conscience about public domains

(Jan. 4th)

ItSeller

Derechos Digitales: “Open Access encourages scientific work and speeds development up”

(Jan. 4th)

Punto Abierto

Seminar addressed cultural context on the digital era

(Jan 9th)

Derecho Uchile

University of Chile liberates 150 movies on the virtual film library’s second
stage

(Jan 9th)

Mundo Unido

Chilean receives letter from record label, threatening him for sharing a song
online.

(Jan 23rd)

Biobío

This week, negotiations on the TPP continue in New York and organizations
participate in Cuarto Adjunto in Chile

(Jan 29th)

DIRECON

New arrack on TPP: seeks to extend exclusivity on copyright in a century and
a half

(Feb 7th )

Biobío

How to use an image from the Internet in a project (with no legal problems)

(March)

Matías Raby

Horizontal Panel: digital rights in Latin America

(March)

Labcd

Wikimedia conference, Chile 2015

(March)

Wikimedia

Crowd: public domain in Chile

(March 2 )

Tracalada

How does SCD’s payment system work for musicians?

(March 12th)

T13

National Library and Wikimedia Chile will sign collaboration agreement.

(March 24 )

El Mostrador

INJUV.FM launches its 2015 program schedule in Diana Theater

(March 26 )

Injuv

nd

th
th

How to enroll a creation on Chile’s Intellectual Rights (DDI)

(Apr. 7 )

Grafiscopio

Behind the gossip: TPP and exterior politics of Mexican government.

(Apr. 14 )

A la izquierda

Interview on TPP

(Apr. 14 )

Canal 13

Intellectual property world day: fight for your rights

(Apr. 22nd)

Vía Libre

Fight for your rights [Tweetdebate]

(Apr. 22 )

CC.PY

TPP at Chile: a history of un kept promises.

(Apr. 23 )

Bibliotecarios

Author’s rights’ blurred lines

(Apr. 30 )

Horizontal.mx

Webinars for Latin American and the Caribbean 2015

(Apr. 30 )

UBA

TPP and intellectual property: Chile and United States’ negotiation red lines

(May 1st)

Partido Pirata

Webinars program for Latin American and the Caribbean

(May 19 )

IFLA

Deputies analyzed TPP’s implications

(May 19 )

Cámara.cl

Reasons to reject the TPP

(May 19 )

Applauss

Worry between deputies and citizens because of secrecy on TPP’s processing.

(May 19 )

El Clarín

Deputies reject initiative which sought to reveal country’s participation on the
TPP

(May 20th)

Nodal Economía

Chamber of Deputies rejected law project to clear the TPP

(May 20th)

ADN

Chamber of Deputies rejected law project to clear the TPP

(May 21 )

El Antro

Chile’s Chamber of Deputies rejected law project to clear the TPP

(May 23 )

Rebelión

TPP negotiation opens flank of critics against Chancery

(May 25 )

Radio Uchile

Everything you’ve got to know about the leaked chapter on WikiLeaks about
the TPP

(May 31st)

El Ciudadano

TPP or how is the State’s sovereignty being disrespected by multinationals

(June 9th)

El Desconcierto

Music comes back to the top thanks to online legal services

(June 18 )

El Mercurio

Agriculture and NGO’s minister of Derechos Digitales presented their arguments on TPP

(June 18th)

Cámara de Diputados

Organizations launch campaign against Transpacific Economic Cooperation

(July 9th)
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Frente Fantasma

Empire’s reliance secret negotiation

(July 11th)

Fundación Constituyente

US lobbies push to make copyright longer

(July 26th)

Diario Turing

High interest on organizations generated meeting about Intellectual Property
of TPP’s Cuarto Adjunto

(Aug. 12th)

DIRECON

Strategic Alliance

(Aug. 13th)

Milenio

What do we know about TPP?

(Aug. 26 )

No Negociable

th

TPP’s negotiations end

(Oct. 5 )

Poder Industrial

TPP includes Chile

(Oct. 5 )

Biobío

Pacific’s trap

(Oct. 6 )

Yornal

Secrecy and sovereignty loss: Critics to TPP

(Oct. 6th)

Radio Uchile

What’s TPP?

(Oct. 6 )

La Trajinera

New online restrictions following TPP’s agreement

(Oct. 6 )

Revista Fibra

Unacceptable: Government seals TPP behind Chileans’ back

(Oct. 6 )

Clarinet

Chileans ask for TPP’s negotiation documents

(Oct. 6 )

la República

Opinion Article: Chile and the TPP

(Oct. 6 )

Fojucc

NGO resists TPP : “We are advocating so it won’t be approved”

(Oct. 6th)

EMOL

NGO Derechos Digitales asked for TPP’s negotiation documents to be published

(Oct. 6th)

Estrategia

Hilary Clinton rejects ATP

(Oct. 7th)

La Jornada

Chile also asks for TPP’s negotiation documents to be published

(Oct. 7 )

Aristegui Noticias

Chile asks for TPP’s negotiation documents to be published

(Oct. 7 )

América Economía

Interview about TPP on Radio Zero

(Oct. 7th)

Radio Zero

TPP opens its way to Chilean Congress among criticism and uncertainties

(Oct. 7 )

X-M

Chile signs TPP with 11 countries including USA, Australia and Japan

(Oct. 7 )

Radio Santa María

Julian Assange refers to TPP as part of a juridical war impulse by USA

(Oct. 8 )

Fayerwayer

Transparency about TPP is required

(Oct. 8 )

People Daily

TPP, celebrated by governments causes mistrust in Latin-American civil society

(Oct. 8th)

La Información

TPP is not a free trade agreement: it has 6 chapters about duties and 24 about
other topics

(Oct. 9th)

Manzana Mecánica

TPP’s final version is a setback for intellectual property policies.

(Oct. 9th)

Biobío

Bachelet defends TPP: “It won’t go further than actual country’s rule”

(Oct. 9 )

El Mostrador

TPP, celebrating by governments, raises mistrust in Latin-American civil society

(Oct. 9 )

Globedia

Open TPP

(Oct. 9 )

Sopitas

Intellectual property on TPP: more costs than benefits

(Oct. 11th)

El Ciudadano

From data protection to online pirates’ sentence: consequences of TPP in Chile

(Oct. 11 )

El Mercurio

Secrets and terrible possibilities: digital rights under TPP’s shadow

(Oct. 11 )

Sin Embargo

TPP prioritizes big corporations’ interests, experts say

(Oct. 12 )

El Telégrafo

Michelle Bachelet asks Congress to back up TPP

(Oct. 12 )

CADH

From data protection to online pirates’ sentence: consequences of TPP in Chile

(Oct. 13 )

Sofofa

First threats of TPP, the pact made between four walls: attempts against the
Ricarte Soto law, NGO warns

(Oct. 13nd)

Cambio 21

Government faces social organizations due to the TPP

(Oct. 13nd)

Diario Concepción

Interview to Juan Carlos Lara about TPP

(Oct. 14 )

La FECH al aire

Internet access endangered in 11 countries due to the TPP

(Oct. 14 )

Hoy Venezuela
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Internet access endangered in 11 countries due to the TPP

(Oct. 14th)

Venezolana de televisión

DIRECON continues this week with TPP’S broadcasting plan

(Oct. 14th)

Simfruit

Direcon clears TPP’s clause about intellectual property facing leaks

(Oct. 14 )

Pulso

Direcon clears TPP’s clause about intellectual property facing leaks

(Oct. 14th)

DIRECON

Internet access endangered in 11 countries due to the TPP

(Oct. 15 )

Aporrea

TPP grants great power to Internet suppliers

(Oct. 15 )

Revista Fibra

TPP: The law that threatens Internet censorship in Chile

(Oct. 16 )

Somos 9

TPP: a great problem

(Oct. 17 )

ICAL

Secrets and terrible possibilities: digital rights under TPP’s shadow

(Oct. 23th)

Partido Pirata

TPP: more earnings for pharmaceutics at the expense of your health

(Oct. 28 )

Arsenal Terapéutico

Commerce focused on the West

(Oct. 29 )

Veintirés

No to TPP in Chile

(Oct. 30 )

Escáner Cultural
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th
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th
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The TPP: Geopolitics attack, sovereignty deterioration and obstacle to every
future process

(Nov.)

Fuga de tinta

DIRECON participated on a seminar about TPP on the ex-National Congress

(Nov. 3rd)

DIRECON

Interview about TPP in Telesur

(Nov. 8th)

Telesur

Area’s challenges and the need of public policies show the first International
Seminar of Cultura Digital

(Nov. 17th)

Consejo de la Cultura

International Seminar of Cultura Digital

(Nov. 17th)

Hipermédula

Citizen forum TPP Friday 20 , 18.30. Ex-National Congress

(Nov. 20 )

Poder Geopolítico

TPP’s secrecy is questioned

(Nov. 21 )

El Mostrador

Radical Party’s announcement about TPP

(Nov. 23rd)

Partido Radical

TPP’s negotiation leader admits: “Every international treaty imply sovereignty
cession”

(Nov. 23rd)

Hoy Chile

TPP: Citizen forum

(Nov. 23rd)

Poder Geopolítico

Interview about TPP

(Nov. 23 )

Radio C13

Interview about TPP

(Nov. 26 )

Radio Usach

Secrets and terrible possibilities: digital rights under TPP’s shadow

(Dec. 3 )

LIF digital

TPP: USA’s ultimatum for the approval of Upov 91 agreement in Chile under
Monsanto Law

(Dec. 4th)

El Desconcierto

th

th
st

rd
th

rd

ACTIVITIES
Seminar: “Internet public domain: access and free culture in the digital era” (8-ene. Santiago,
Chile)
Conference: “Wikimedia Chile 2015” (27-ene. Santiago, Chile)
Web seminar: “How to be more effective on advocacy and copyright?” (13-may)
Special session on TPP on the Chamber of Deputies (19-may. Valparaíso, Chile)
Wikimania 2015(17-jul, Ciudad de México, México)
Forum: “TPP: Alert on citizen rights” (24-ago. Santiago, Chile)
Seminar: “TPP’s importance for our country” (2-nov. Santiago, Chile)
Cultura Digital international seminar: “Challenges and perspectives for public policies development” (17-nov. Santiago, Chile)
Seminar: “TPP: advantages and disadvantages for Chile” (20-nov. Santiago, Chile)
Sonar Festival/Sonar+D (5-dic. Santiago, Chile)
Global Congress on Intellectual Property and the Public Interest (16 y 17 dic, Dheli, India)

FREEDOM OF SPEECH FOR DIVERSITY

During 2015 we kept on defending our
freedom of speech online, from both our
work of public incidence and legislative
follow-up. Besides, we integrated new
perspectives from this problematic, such
as gender focus and Internet stalking.

This case shows not only the pertinence and seriousness of Derechos Digitales’ work, but also the
ability to influence on the media agenda with respect to those topics of interest for citizens.

SEMINAR “CYBER STALKING: HOW TO FACE ONLINE GENDER VIOLENCE?”
On August 4, on the LAC-IGF framework, we organized in Mexico City the seminar “Cyber stalking:
DIGITAL MEDIA LAW IN CHILE
how to face online gender violence?”, a space dedicated to analyze how to address this problem in
At the beginning of January, we started a campaign Latin America for the first time, from a multispecagainst the digital media law’s project which was tral and public policy focus.
then discussed in the Science and Technology Commission of Chilean’s Derechos Digitales, along Social TIC and APC, organized the seminar and it brought representatives
Deputies Chamber.
of the civil society together, government and priDue to a poor legis- vate company together in order to discuss how to
lative technique, the deal with violent language, stalking and threats onlaw project brought an line, without the sacrifice of freedom of expression
important threat to on- and the right to privacy online.
line freedom of speech,
as it extended a series The seminar was an important step in the attempt to
of obligations for tra- complicate the debate around liberty of expression,
ditional media to any according to the reDEFENDAMOS JUNTAS
website with more than gion’s characterisEL CIBERESPACIO
4 weekly posts, defini- tics and especially
tion that includes per- vulnerable groups,
sonal blogs and even such as women.
Facebook sites.
ÚNETE A NUESTRA COMUNIDAD

In addition to participating on the Commission,
explaining the dangers of the law project to the
deputies, we started a public rejection campaign,
which had great media repercussion.
Finally, our efforts yielded results: at the end of
April, it was announced that Derechos Digitales’ repairs had been accepted and the bill was modified,
despite its authors strong resistance.

MAIN ACHIEVEMENTS
• To influence on the legislative process, achieving the modification of bills
against freedom of speech.
• To incorporate new perspectives to the debate on freedom of expression, considering the region’s characteristics and vulnerable groups.
• To successfully position on the media, the debate on freedom of speech and to
mobilize the citizens to its defense.

MEDIA INCIDENCE
Deputy Ramón Farías explanation about the project on digital media

(Jan. 5th)

CNN

Controversy caused by law project that seeks to regulate electronic diaries,
blogs and social networks.

(Jan 5th)

La Tercera

Derechos Digitales NGO:
A medium can’t be recognized with any website.

(Jan 5th)

Cooperativa

NGO: Digital media law is an attack to freedom of expression

(Jan 5th)

ADN

Deputy Ramón Farías denies post about “New Media Law”

(Jan 5th)

The Clinic

Twitter anger against the new Media Law could make you pay for having a
blog or a social media profile

(Jan 5th)

The Clinic

Ramón Farias on the Media Law: “I think it’s amazing the way this project has
been misunderstood”

(Jan 5th)

Soy Chile

Get to know the details about the Media Law that caused controversy on social
networks

(Jan 5th)

Soy Chile

New media Law in Chile could make you pay for having a blog or a social media profile

(Jan 5th)

Bíobio

Ramón Farías on Media Law: “Whoever wants to throe anonymous shade,
they could keep on doing it.

(Jan 5th)

Bíobio

Critics point to the law project that regulates digital media

(Jan 5th)

Cooperativa

Controversial Media Law could endanger freedom of expression

(Jan 5 )

Terra

Expert claims that the new Media Law is “very hard to implement”

(Jan 5 )

T13

Claims against new law state that the new Digital Media law attempts against
freedom of liberty

(Jan 5th)

T13

Deputy Ramón Farías defended the New Media Law

(Jan 5th)

T13

Deputy Ramón Farías dismisses presumed censored “media law”

(Jan 5th)

La Nación

NGO complains that the Media Law will make you pay for social network’s
posts

(Jan 5th)

El Dínamo

NGO warns that the new Digital Law attempts against freedom of expression

(Jan 5th)

El Desconcierto

Controversy arises in Chile due to New Law project to regulate digital media

(Jan 5 )

La República

Deptuy Farías claims that the new law won’t make anyone to enroll as a digital
medium and it won’t have any cost for digital independent diaries

(Jan 5th)

Diario Chile

Online alert: Chance on Media Law could threaten freedom of expression,
according to NGO

(Jan 5th)

El Concordia

(Jan 5th)

Comité de defensa del
cobre

New Media Law in Chile will make you pay if you have a blog or a profile on
social networks

(Jan 5th)

Radio Maniacos

Polemic has caused law project that regulates digital media

(Jan 5th)

Cadena Chile

Interview about Digital Media Law

(Jan 6 )

TVN

Claudio Ruiz: “Digital Media tries to specify the concept of digital diary but
they do it in a wrong way”

(Jan 6th)

CNN

Project of Media Law significance

(Jan 6th)

C13

Public: Does the new Media Law harms liberty of expression?

(Jan 6 )

24H

Controversy caused by the digital media law

(Jan 6 )

CNN

Lawyer claims that the digital media law will make people pay for having a
blog or a facebook profile

(Jan 6th)

CHV

Controversy on the law project will make people pay for having blogs

(Jan 6th)

24H

Media law: the need to censor an protect corrupts?
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Federico Joannon on Digital Media law: “It doesn’t make any sense”

(Jan 6th)

It is denied that there will be an extra charge for using blogs and social networks

CNN
La Tercera

MediaLaw: Anger on Twitter followed by the discovery of the controversy initiative

(Jan 6th)

Publimetro

Deputy responsible for the Media Law: “Facebook use won’t be charged for, it
would be ridiculous”

(Jan 6th)

Publimetro

Discover who are the Media Law authors

(Jan 6th)

Publimetro

Digital activist and law proj ect: compares digital media to JaiDefinichon

(Jan 6 )

Bíobio

NGO: Definitions about the Media Law slow doun the online freedom of expression

(Jan 6th)

ADN

Interview about digital media law

(Jan 6th)

Zero

Interview about digital media law

(Jan 6th)

Futuro

“It is true that the project doesn’t seem so bad, the point is to look for the regulation they are talking about”

(Jan 6th)

Universo

Deputy Farías dismissed that the digital media law pretends to charge for the
use of social media

(Jan 6th)

ADN

Interview about digital media law

(Jan 6th)

Radio santa María

Interview about digital media law

(Jan 6 )

Radio Usach

Interview about digital media law

(Jan 6 )

Radio de iquique

Journalist College President; “The media law project is poor and it gives us the
opportunity to have confusing interpretations”

(Jan 6th)

The Clinic

The rest of the world sees us this way: “The law project about digital media that
started a controversy in Chile”

(Jan 6th)

The Clinic

NIC Chile dismisses that the new digital law forces people to pay for a .cl domain

(Jan 6th)

Bíobio

Farías on the media law: “Chile needs to update their laws on technology”

(Jan 6th)

Bíobio

Deputy Farías: Digital Diaries project doesn’t force you to pay for using social
networks

(Jan 6th)

EMOL

Huichalaf subsecretary: Criticism on the media law isn’t discreet

(Jan 6th)

Cooperativa

Journalists college: digital law project is poor

(Jan 6 )

Cooperativa

#MediaLaw: Pit won’t affect social network’s users, but it will limit electronic
and digital media development

(Jan 6th)

Radio Villa Francia

Some explanations about the Digital Media Law IN Chile controversy

(Jan 6th)

Fayerwayer

Key points to understand the digital media law controversy

(Jan 6 )

T13

Media Law: Pepa Hoffman project

(Jan 6 )

El Dínamo

Huichalaf subsecretary: Criticism on the media law isn’t discreet

(Jan 6th)

Bíobio

A law project about digital media triggers controversy in Chile

(Jan 6 )

Caracol

Ramón Farías on the Media Law: “No one is forced to enroll”

(Jan 6 )

El Dínamo

Hate on the New Media Law due to supposed charges: What is behind it?

(Jan 6 )

Guioteca

Media Law: It is denied that the project will charge for the use of blogs and
social media

(Jan 6th)

Cambio 21

Journalists College and Media Law project’s president: “It is poor”

(Jan 6th)

Bíobio

Deputy responsible for the media Law: “Facebook use won’t be charged for, it
would be ridiculous

(Jan 6th)

Publimetro

A law project about digital media triggers controversy in Chile

(Jan 6th)

La Información

Ramón Farías defends digital media project and denies that it attempts against
freedom of expression

(Jan 6th)

PPD
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Law that would make people pay for using blogs

(Jan 6th)

Los tiempos de la…

Law that would make people pay for using blogs

(Jan 6 )

El Quillayino

From black to white: different options about the new media law in Chile

(Jan 6 )

Clarinet

Chilean media law would make people social networks users pay

(Jan 6th)

La información

Chilean media law would make social network users pay.

(Jan 6 )

Silicon Week

NGO and Media Law Project: “Parliamentarians must stop thinking of internet as something dangerous”

(Jan 6th)

Transmedia

Chile: “New Law of Media will make people pay if you have a blog or Facebook
profile

(Jan 6th)

Yepan

Media law, assholes law

(Jan 6th)

Albo Indómito

Media law would put online liberty of expression at risk

(Jan 6th)

Observacom

Media law change, are we lost?

(Jan 6 )

cvillavicencio

A law project about digital media triggers controversy in Chile

(Jan 6 )

Press Report

Chile: Media law will make you pay if you own a blog or social media page

(Jan 6 )

Pulso Social

Chile will lower taxes over blog or social network posts

(Jan 6 )

Ubuntizando

Chile: Digital media is an attack against freedom of expression

(Jan 6 )

Kaos en la red

Deputy responsible for the Media law: “People wont be charged for using Facebook, it is ridiculous”

(Jan 6th)

Hoy Chile

NIC Chile clears up its take on the Media law in Chile

(Jan 6th)

NIC

Administrative organization of .CL pronounced itself on Media law

(Jan. 7 )

El Ciudadano

Deputies ask for the media law to go back to commission to present instructions

(Jan. 7th)

Bíobio

Deputies ask for media law to go back to commission

(Jan. 7th)

T13

NIC Chile ask for its name to be erased from the digital media law

(Jan. 7th)

T13

Lawyer specialized in cyber politics critics the ambiguity of the digital media
law

(Jan. 7th)

T13

A law project about digital media triggers controversy in Chile

(Jan. 7th)

Infolatam

Law project triggers controversy in Chile

(Jan. 7 )

Los Tiempos

New law for social networks in Chile

(Jan. 7 )

Redes Sociales

Communication boundaries: Why are deputies wrong about their media law?

(Jan. 8 )

CNN

Interview: Subsecretary Pedro Huichalaf stands up for media law

(Jan. 8th)

Rock and pop

Chile: deputies ask for the media law to go back to commission

(Jan. 8 )

FayerWayer

Strong rejection to the digital media law project

(Jan. 8 )

Media Tics

NIC Chile rejects new digital media law

(Jan. 8 )

Comsitem

Chile would charge for having a blog or a Facebook profile

(Jan. 8 )

Diario sobre diarios

Interview about digital media law

(Jan. 9th)

Uchile

Why is the Digital media law so controversial? Three keys to understand the
project

(Jan. 9th)

EMOL

“Digital Legislators” values that the Digital media law was not voted in the
chamber of deputies

(Jan. 9th)

Bíobio

NIC Chile rejects that the new digital media law forces to enroll a .cl domain

(Jan. 9th)

Longino

The new media law, according to Chilean “flaite”

(Jan. 10 )

The Clinic

Chile: media law is an attempt against freedom of expression

(Jan. 10 )

PiensaChile

Chile: Deputies aspire to end with online anonymousness

(Jan. 12th)

El diario exterior

Chile: Strong rejection to the digital media law

th

(Jan. 13 )

Agencia Pulsar

Chile: digital media law is an attack against freedom of expression

(Jan. 1 )

Generación 80
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Entities reject criticism to regulation project for electronic diaries

(Jan. 15th)

Prensa local

Science and Technology Commission picks up review of project from digital
diaries

(Jan. 23rd)

Cámara de diputados

Deputy Farias explains project about regulation of digital diaries

(Jan.)

Nuevo Poder

Experts on “Crudo Ecuador”: The anonymousness is a right

(Feb)

Rayuela Radio

Rafael Correa seeks to put pressure on detractors on social media

(Feb. 5 )

Diario de Cuba

Correa launches a battle against social networks on Ecuador

(Feb. 6 )

ABC

th
th

Article 19 gathers journalists in the forum about liberty of expression

(March 20 )

Chile: deputies ask for the digital media law to go back to commission

(Apr. 2 )

abogadosbo

Chilean deputies modify controversy project about digital media law

(Apr. 24th)

Fayerwayer

Chile: deputies modify the writing of controversial digital media law project

(Apr. 24 )

Partido Pirate

Public: Is the freedom of expression damaged by the new media law?

(Apr. 28 )

el derecho de internet

The project that wanted to charge for owning a blog or Facebook profile is
modified

(Apr. 29th)

Bíobio

(May 5th)

Observatorio de comunicación

When the Lleras law comes back

(June 27th)

El Espectador

Smart citizen wins dispute and keeps CasoPenta.cl domain

(July 30th)

C13

Interview in Poder Mexico about cyber stalking seminar

(Aug. 4 )

Poder México

Interview about cyber stalking in Mas te vale

(Aug. 4 )

ViaX

Have you suffered from stalking in social networks?

(Aug. 5 )

W radio

Cyber stalking: the reality of a virtual problem

(Aug. 13 )

Horizontal

Interview about Fayad law in Rompeviento TV

(Nov. 4th)

Rompeviento TV

th

The 5 important topics about freedom of expression in the Americas

th

nd
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th

th

Rendición de cuentas

ACTIVITIES
International seminar: “Global look on expression of liberty” (23-mar. Ciudad de México, México)
Seminar: “Cyber stalking: how to face online gender violence?” (4-ago. Ciudad de México, México)
Full day on Liberty of Expression and Media Law(14 y 15-oct. Viña del Mar, Chile)

PUBLICATIONS

An initiative by:

Freedom of
expression,
encryption
and anonymity
Civil Society and
Private Sector perceptions

HUMAN RIGHTS AND THE INTERNET
INTERNET GOVERNANCE FORUM, BRASIL 2015

–1

Joint collaboration to inform
the work of the UN Special
Rapporteur on the
promotion and protection
of the right to freedom of
opinion and Expression

Freedom of expression, encryption and
anonymity
Collaborative research
on the use of encryption and anonymity
in digital communications. The main
goal of this initiative
was to collect cases to
highlight regional peculiarities from Latin
America and other
few countries from the
Global South.

Big Data: Financial
information and labor discrimination in
Chile, a case study.
Study about the potential impact on the
privacy of one of the
automatic recruiting
processes, under Chilean law about personal
data protection.

Perceptions about
privacy on people who
act on the criminal
justice system
Exploratory approach
to the concepts of privacy used by the main
figures of the Chilean
justice system

Surveillance Institutions in Chile
Report made as part
of Derechos Digitales
work in the Cybwe
Stewards Network,
that aims to determine
which arte the institutions in Chile set up
to practice intelligence
and surveillance and
under which legal
parameters they’re
doing it

Latin America in a
Glimpse
Summary of what’s
most important on the
Human Rights and Internet situation in Latin
America during 2015

INFOGRAPHICS
Hacking Team in Latin America: The business of spying on
people
Has your government bought
technology to spy on citizens?
Which state agencies purchased
Hacking Team’s products? How
much did they spend?
Are activists and political dissidents being watched?

Hacking Team in Latin America: How is your Government
spying on you?
Explains the way that Hacking
Team’s spyware works, purchased by many Latin American
governments

Data withholding has been
declared as unconstitutional!
List of countries that have
declared online surfing data
withholding as unconstitutional.
Info graphic created to support
TEDICs work against Pyraweb’s
law in Paraguay

Which information does metadata give about you?
Explains the type of personal
information that metadata could
give about a person, created to
back up TEDIC’s work against
Pyrawebs law in Paraguay.

Penta vs. Freedom of speech
That explains the attempt of
Penta S.A. to take over the “casopenta.cl” domain, used by Ciudadano Inteligente Foundation
to explain the complicated plot
of the court case.

Chile and the TPP: the treaty
behind people’s back
Shows the terrible consequences
of the TPP for the citizens, and
it urges the Chilean President,
Michelle Bachelet, to say No to
the TPP

Big Data Challenges
Explains Big Data’s concept and
show its main challenges from
the right to privacy and its legal
protection point of view.

WHO ARE WE?
Derechos Digitales is a Latin American-wide independent
and non-profit organization, founded in 2005. Its main objective is the development, defense and promotion of Human Rights in the digital environment.
The organization’s work is focused on three main ideas:
• Freedom of speech for diversity.
• Privacy and personal data.
• Copyright and access to knowledge

OUR VISION:
Derechos Digitales fights for a society where technology contributes to the development of a fair and equal society, respecting
fully the Human Rights
OUR MISSION:
Derechos Digitales’ mission is the defense, promotion and development of Human Rights in the digital environment, with
the influence on public policies and private practices.

BOARD MEMBERS:
María Paz Canales Loebel,
president.
Paula Jaramillo Gajardo,
vice-president.
Roberto Cerda Silva,
secretary.
Javier Rubilar Donoso,
director.
Flavio Tapia,
director.

2015 WORK TEAM:
Claudio Ruiz, CEO.
Paz Peña, Ancidence Director.
Juan Carlos Lara, Investigation and Public Policies Director.
Danae Tapia, Project Director.
Vladimir Gara, Communications Officer.
Constanza Figueroa, Designer.
Rayen Campusano, Legislative Follow up Manager (until July 2015).
Pablo Voillier, Public Policies Analyst (since July 2015)
Gisela Pérez de Acha, Public Policies Analyst.
Paula Jaramilllo, Researcher.
Valentina Hernández, Researcher.
Rocío Consales, Operations Manager.
During 2015 we had valuable help from Katri Stanley, Google Fellow
2015, and Martin Gubri, Ford Foundation Tech Exchange Fellow,
programs which we will keep on being part of in 2016.

OUR COMMUNITY IN 2015
25340 TWITTER
5967

FACEBOOK

7593

TUMBLR

4226

MAILCHIMP
2014

25340

2015

17870
7593
5967
4800

TWITTER

FACEBOOK

5800

TUMBLR

4226
3995

MAILCHIMP

FINANCIAL INFORMATION
Derechos Digitales’ regional work, along with our team’s expansion, has signified on the increase of our organization’s annual
budget, that during 2015 amounted to USD $535.588, coming
mainly from the next sources:
✓✓
✓✓
✓✓
✓✓
✓✓
✓✓
✓✓
✓✓
✓✓
✓✓
✓✓

Ford Foundation, United States
Open Society Foundations
International Development Research Centre, Canada
Privacy International, United Kingdom
Global Partners, United Kingdom
Citizen Lab, Universidad de Toronto, Canada
Google INC, United States
New Venture Fund, United States
Asociación para el Progreso de las Comunicaciones
Consultoría para el Diputado Giorgio Jackson, Chile
Internews Network, United States

FUNDING SOURCES ACCORDING TO THE TYPE OF
DONOR
54%

INTERNATIONAL FOUNDATIONS

35%

GOVERNMENT AGENCIES

1%

UNIVERSITIES		

7%

PRIVATE COMPANIES

1%

GIORGIO JACKSON DEOUTY CONSULTANCE

0,07% PERSONAL DONATIONS
1%

OTHERS

INTERNATIONAL NETWORKS
Derechos Digitales is part of the Communications
Progess Association (SPC) and the International
Freedom of Expression Exchange (IFEX). Besides,
we are also part of Privacy International’s work network, Creative Commons and Cyber Stewards from
Citizen Lab.

As part of these work networks, in 2015 we participated on the 19th IFEX Strategy Conference (October 5th and 6th, Trinidad and Tobago); Imagine a
Feminist Internet (July 22nd-24th, Malaysia) and the
exchange about gender and governance online (August 1st and 2nd, Mexico) Organized by the APC;
the Global Summit from Creative Commons(October 15-17th , Korea); the Cyber Stewards network
workshop organized by Citizen Lab (September
10th-12th, Jordan) and the Privacy International
workshop for their associates network (April 22nd24th, London)

